
Appendices:

A. Executive Summary – part of Vodafone’s report “Views on Commerce Commission’s Mobile
Termination Final Reconsideration Report.”
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Submission to MED on the Commerce Commission Final Reconsideration Report on Mobile
Termination

Summary
1. This document presents Vodafone’s views on the Commission’s Final
Reconsideration Report on the Regulation of Mobile Termination.

2. We continue to believe that regulation of Mobile Termination Rates would be a mistake.

Regulation generates tiny gains, even in the best case

Table 1: Comparison of the value of MTR regulation on average each year
Total mobile market ~ $2 billion
Retail FTM market ~$380 million
Mobile termination ~$250 million
Maximum benefits of regulation to consumers $17 million
Maximum benefits of regulation to economy $1 million

3. In total over the five years, the maximum consumer welfare impact of MTR regulation is $63 million
on an NPV basis. This $63 million works out (once you
adjust for the present value) to just over $4 for each New Zealander per year.

4. The effects on the economy are even smaller. The maximum impact on the economy is just over $1
million a year. For an economy worth around $125 billion a year, it does not seem much for an
intervention of this magnitude.

5. Basically what this means is what we have been arguing from the very beginning – MTR regulation is
a risky and ultimately pointless exercise in shifting money out of the mobile sector and into the fixed-to-
mobile sector.

Even these results are very uncertain
6. We are even more concerned about MTR regulation because the
Commission’s figures are so fragile. Two examples demonstrate our point.

7. The Commission estimates that mobile subscription prices will rise by 82 cents as a result of this
regulation, from $43.68 to $44.50 a month. If in fact prices go up by just 47 cents more, or an additional
1%, then this is enough to remove any benefit from this regulation.

8. The Commission predicts that fixed operators will pass through 100% of the
regulated reductions in MTRs into retail fixed-to-mobile calling prices by 2011.
The Commission estimates that pass through of reductions in MTRs into fixed-to-mobile calling prices in
the last nine years has averaged only 68%.
If fixed-to-mobile pass through rates grow to 80% there are no benefits at all from this regulation. Even
80% is much higher than anything ever seen in New Zealand, and very high in the absence of
enforcement, based on the evidence from overseas.  If pass through rates remain at their historic levels,
regulation has a negative impact on consumer welfare and the economy.

Regulation has only a small impact on consumers but a massive impact on Vodafone and the
mobile market
9. MTR regulation means large gains for fixed-to-mobile customers and operators and large losses for
mobile customers and mobile operators.



Table 2: Annual impacts of MTR regulation
Fixed to mobile customers gain  $47 million
Fixed-to-mobile operators gain $18 million
Efficiency gain $2 million
Mobile customers lose -$30 million
Mobile operators lose -$32 million
Cost of regulating -$2 million
Total economic effect $1 million

10. The maximum benefit for consumers as a whole from this regulation is $17 million a year.

11. To generate this $17 million benefit involves taking around $62 million a year from mobile operators
and customers.

12. This regulation will worsen the business case for Vodafone’s 3G mobile
broadband rollout, and worsen the business case for new entry into the mobile market.

13. We have made an offer to the Minister to reduce termination rates without regulation. We continue
to urge the Minister to accept this offer and avoid further costly, contentious and unproductive argument.

B. Figure 1: MTRs in 23 countries in which Vodafone operates (NZ cpm April 2006)
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C. Covec and Ernst & Young Notes












